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ST GEORGE
AN D NOT
THE DRAGON
What does Theosophy have to say on the
process of self-transformation?

F

irstly, our theosophical teachers
emphasize that Nature’s processes of
growth and transformation take time
and cannot be forced in a manner demanded
by so many people today. A sense of inner
peace and awareness is based on the development of character and a deep understanding

¬
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of oneself which necessarily
takes time, disciplined, and
selfless effort.
From Roman Emperor
and Stoic philosopher,
Marcus Aurelius:

«In the Universe,
reverence that which
is the highest: namely,
that to which all else
ministers, and which
gives law to all. In like
manner, too, reverence
the highest in yourself;
it is of one piece with
the other, since in
yourself also it is that
to which all the rest
minister, and by which
your life is directed.»
Meditations: Book 5.

Secondly, Nature encourages balance and therefore harmonious development of our
human potential. Our modern Western society places a
premium on the development
of particular qualities that are
greatly prized for the material
success that they bring especially intellect and ambition.
Yet surely the most revered
people of any culture or time
are those who have achieved
an inner balance between ambition and humility, intellect
and compassion. Self-transformation is essentially the
building of the finest aspects of
character and therefore fulfilling our complete and balanced
potential as human beings.
Granted that harmonious
development is the goal, how
then can we make a start on
this ‘Work of the Ages’? Since
the beginning of time we
have all been involved in the
process of bringing forth our
Divine heritage. We are both
the Path and the Traveller to
this sublime Truth. Nature
surrounds us with opportunities for growth in our understanding of ourselves and
others. Our daily lives provide
each of us individually with
the challenges appropriate to
our growth, strange as this
may appear sometimes when
we are beset with difficulties
and suffering. What is required
to utilize these priceless oppor-
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tunities is a positive attitude to
our circumstances.
We each have many duties
to fulfil towards our families,
friends, work, community,
and ourselves. If we develop
the habit of serving our duties
in an attitude of selflessness,
giving the best of ourselves to
even the smallest task, we will
be working towards meaningful and lasting inner transformation.
Meaningful because such
an attitude provides a clearer path for the enlightened
aspects of our Being to reach
us. Lasting because the consequent strengthening of character is indelibly imprinted on
our Inner Nature and carried
forward to our future lives.
When we awake each day we
can say resolutely that we shall
look for the best each person
and experience has to offer.
Before we sleep each night, we
can review the events of the
day for the spiritual lessons it
has taught.
A wise friend summed up
this process by encouraging
us to “Look for the St George
and NOT the Dragon” in each
person and experience that
comes our way on the path to
true Humanhood.
– The Editor.

GO OD AN D EVIL

Part 1:
Battle of the Two Wolves
– Condensed from the writings
of G de Purucker.

B

attle of the Two Wolves: An
American Indian Story: An old
Cherokee is teaching his grandson about
life: “A fight is going on inside me,” he said to the
boy. ”It is a terrible fight and it is between two
wolves. One is Evil–he is anger, envy, sorrow,
regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority,
and ego.” He continued, “The other is Good – he
is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth,
compassion, and faith. The same fight is going
on inside you–and inside every other person,

too.” The grandson thought
about it for a minute and then
asked his grandfather: “Which
wolf will win?” The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one
you feed.”
What is Good? What is
Evil? Are they thingsin-themselves, or
are they conditions
through which entities pass? Good is harmony
because it is relative perfection,
and evil is disharmony because
it is imperfection; and these
two, good and evil, insofar as
we are concerned, apply solely
to our hierarchy of life.
Our ‘good’ is ‘evil’ to the
entities existing in a superior
hierarchy.
Evil signifies a state of an entity
or group of entities in greater
or less degree opposing the
forwards-moving evolutionary
stream of life.
Whence comes the
Evil in the world, if
the Divine which is
mightier than Evil is
everywhere? One would
think from such a question
that evil is an entity – Devil,
Demon, Satan, etc, a power
or a force, which flows forth
from the heart of some thing
or being. On the contrary,
the Ancient Wisdom says it
is merely the condition of
an evolving entity which has
not yet fully manifested the
latent divinity at its core, and
thus is disharmonious with
its environment because of its
imperfection.
¬
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that the Left-Hand Path is a
most difficult and painful road,
fraught with all the dangerous
temptations that pervade and
proliferate within the illusory
world of the Lower Ego.
The Left-Hand Path is strewn
with potholes down which
the short-sighted self-seeker
may fall at any moment into
an even deeper darkness of
separation and suffering. If
the traveller upon this path
This does mean that there are no
hierarchies of evil beings? Accord- remains un-illumined by the
ing to the Ancient Wisdom - there lamp of right-seeing and therefore does not presently choose
certainly are hierarchies of ‘Evil’
to switch to the Right-Hand
beings: These are composed of beings that
Path, in time it is likely that he
make the choice of seeking power for themshall develop a sombre interest
selves in the material side of nature - Evil. This
in manipulating his environis the - Left-Hand Path - as opposed to the ment solely for himself.
Right-Hand Path - of those beings that choose
The dangers are therefore
to flow with the spiritual side of Nature – what
certain upon the Left-Hand
we would call the Good.
If our minds and hearts are turned in the di- Path, for in his consequent
rection of the Right Hand Path we can receive sinking into greater self-obsession, and by thus promoting
immense inspiration and help; or contrarihis own isolation and hunger
wise with the Left Hand Path an attraction
for power, the self-seeker shall
to the hellish aspects of life which can have
begin to attempt to control and
their own type of immense power over othexploit others, and may evener people and aspects of Nature. This forms
the basis of the Christian and other religious tually embark upon the way of
Black Magic.
traditions of calling upon either hierarchy
So it may be clearly seen that
(Good or Evil) for assistance/inspiration/
the Left-Hand Path ultimately
power.
leads to Evil.
The Left-Hand Path: is the way of service
to self. It comprises all self-seeking, including
the quest for self-liberation and self-enlightenment. Through spiritual practices applied with a
personally-oriented attitude, psychic powers and
expansions of consciousness may be attained,
yet no purity or holiness can ever be realised
in this way, and this is why one of the greatest
powers in the universe - Love - always eludes
the seeker with self-interest, ultimately leaving
them bereft of fulfilment and happiness.
It has been demonstrated since time immemorial
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Evil: bears within itself the
seed of its own destruction
because its transgressions go
against the natural, inclusive
and upward flow of Evolution, which must triumph,
for such is the purpose of
Creation. It may be recognised, therefore, that any
selfish thought is analogous
to the planting of an evil seed
or the fostering of an existing evil tendency that must
ultimately lead to misery and
self-destruction in the invincible wake of cosmic forces,
which are ever engaged in
service to the Universal Intelligence.
Ghengis Khan, Hitler, and
Stalin demonstrated perfectly
the typical consequences of
following the Left-Hand Path.
Is Matter Inherently
Evil? Good is not Spirit, Evil
is not Matter, the nether pole
of Spirit, because that would
be saying that matter is essentially evil, which, according to
the Ancient Wisdom, it is not.
Evil, whether spiritual or material, is whatever is imperfect
and passing through a phase
of growing to something
better. Neither matter nor
spirit is in one or the other
condition absolutely, and for
eternity. A spiritual entity is
evolving just as much as any
material entity. Nevertheless,
because spirit and spiritual
beings are nearer to nature’s
heart, they are, collectively
speaking, more perfect, therefore less evil than matter and
material entities.

Does Evil Become Good? Evil per se
does not become good per se, that is, one state
does not become another state, the truth being
that it is the evolving entity which passes from
one state into another. Both good and evil are
conditions of growth. This calls to mind the
saying of the ancient wisdom tradition of many
lands— and Christian — expression concerning
entities existing in a state of “spiritual wickedness” (Ephesians, VI, 12).
Obviously, if those entities, although belonging to the spiritual realms, are imperfect and
inharmonious there, they are ‘evil’ in that
state. If entities, belonging to the state which
we call relative perfection, exist harmoniously with surrounding beings, then they are entities of spiritual good. Harmony, law, order,
peace, love: all these are conditions of entities
that are in accord with the onward-flowing
current of evolutionary growth. Such entities are more nearly at one with the heart of
Being, and therefore endure.
The Balance of Good and Evil: It is
the balance of spiritual and material existences — the natural course of universal being —
which gives the diversity in the universe.
There is no power (or powers) which keep the
universe either all good or all bad; for it is neither
the one nor the other. Vast hierarchies are the
universe, hierarchies on the invisible planes and
likewise on that cross section we call our physical
world; and it is the differences in evolutionary degree attained in these hierarchies and in the hosts
of entities composing them which provide the vast

¬
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diversity that the universe manifests. It can at no
time be either all good or all bad, for it is perpetually advancing; and this marching army is without
beginning and without ending.
Evil and Karma: We should have a lunatic universe if Karma was non-existent; if men
could wreck the lives of others, and then escape
scot free. Nature is not so built. Man is a god
in his inmost and, because he is linked with
the divine elements as well as with all the other
elements of the universe, what he does, nature
reacts against. He has free will, and so reaps the
consequences of all that he thinks and does and
is. A man who works for brotherhood and kindliness has all nature’s evolutionary stream with
him; this brings strength and light and induces
a cosmic expansion of his inner faculties. The
man who works for hate, for selfish ends, who
sets his puny will against the evolving river of
lives, has all nature’s incalculable weight pressing
upon him. Such action on his part is imperfection, disharmony, and therefore evil.
Good and Evil: Duality: Universal
nature in manifestation is dual in character,
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divided into consciousness or
the light side and matter or the
dark side. Quoting from The
Key to Theosophy (p. 112):
Light would be incomprehensible without darkness to
make it manifest by contrast;
good would be no longer good
without evil to show the priceless nature of the boon; and
so personal virtue could claim
no merit, unless it had passed
through the furnace of temptation. The ancient Zoroastrian
religion strongly emphasized
this duality, and this conception was very early taken over
by the Christians”. (cf. The
Secret Doctrine, I, 411-24,
“Demon est Deus Inversus”).
But when the cosmic unit
passes into its Pralaya [rest period], then good and evil vanish and are resolved back into
the ineffable oneness of cosmic
divinity — to lie latent until
the new term of manifestation
as a universe begins again.
Evil: Arising From the
Conflict of Wills:
Throughout the cosmos we see
that Evil is the conflict among
entities arising because of their
as yet imperfectly developed
spiritual powers. Applying
this to man and his works, the
conflict of human wills and intelligences which strive against
each other, produces disharmony, pain, disease, and all the
host of evils. Yet when we learn
the lesson that our interests are
one instead of diverse, we shall
work together in a constantly
increasing ratio as our spiritual
understanding unfolds.

Cosmic Evil: Again, on the universal scale,
cosmic evils arise from the different strivings
and conflicts of the Prakritis [planes of the
universe in manifestation = Matter] in nature with their respective inhabitants. Matter — the seven prakritis — is not evil per se,
but crystallized or condensed spirit; and the
prakritis are simply incomputably vast numbers of monads individually unawakened or
unevolved and hence functioning in nature as
fields of material or prakritic extent. When a
universe, through evolution of all its variously
differentiated prakritis, shall finally reach spiritual levels, these differentiations will merge
into the spiritual unity of the cosmic monad,
thus bringing about the grand consummatum
est, when duality vanishes into unity.
Discord is the Harmony of the Universe: Allowing Spiritual Growth:
The following passage in The Mahatma Letters
(p. 401) gives a further key:
“. . . Discord is the harmony of the Universe.
. . . each part, as in the glorious fugues of the
immortal Mozart, ceaselessly chases the other
in harmonious discord on the paths of Eternal
progress to meet and finally blend at the threshold of the pursued goal into one harmonious
whole, the keynote in nature – Sat [Truth].”
Thus, in its essence, matter is as divine as spirit,
for it is merely the shadow or vehicular side of
spirit. – Condensed from G de Purucker’s book,
Fountain-Source of Occultis, pages 421-424, with
a few additional comments by Andrew Rooke.

“…In our present stage
of evolution, we are
immersed in this duality,
and in spite of all we
believe we know about the
mind, we are beginning to
understand its mystery
and Protean character.
Each one of us is mixed,
sharing some of the bad
and some of the good
qualities of the black and
white [wolves]. But one
of the marvels of human
nature is that everyone is
a slightly different blend
of qualities. We are the
product of our thoughts,
and each one must follow
his own law of being
within the larger patterns
of universal laws, in order
to discover the soul
wisdom within. For the
wisdom is there, locked
in the heart of each of us,
a longing of the human
soul to come into its
own and claim its divine
right. Our quickened mind
or soul is of necessity
entombed in the body, life
after life, until such time
as we can transform the
dark [wolf] of ignorance
into the white [wolf] of
compassion and spiritual
understanding.

Next issue

Good
and Evil:
Part 2:
Applying
Spiritual
Knowledge
to Daily
Life –
coming in
June 2019.

– Ingrid Van Mater
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PRACTICAL
TIPS FOR
BETTER
HEALTH

Encourage a connection with
nature; it’s a great place to
learn about protecting
the environment, animals,
insects, plants, tree
and flowers.

Building Resilience
in Kids
– Katja Pantzar

Let kids
climb,
jump and run
outdoors.
Play together in
a pile of autumn
leaves with
your kids or go for
an evening stroll
with flashlights
looking for
possums.

Instead of buying
ready-made toys and games,
let kids build things out of
usedcereal boxes or
other items headed
for the recycle bin or garbage.

Play can help to develop
a range of skills, from
creativity to counting.
Cultivate a supportive
environment for not giving
up if something does not
work out immediately – some
of life’s greatest joys come
from overcoming challenges,
not from taking the easy way
out.
– from Finding Sisu by Katja
Pantzar (2018) page: 181.
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This article attempts to define and describe invisible beings mainly from
the Bible and searching out the pre-Christian, especially Jewish, sources
of information on Angels along with theosophical perspectives.

An
e
g ls
Who or What are they?
– Amanda F. Rooke
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W

hat are Angels? Anna, in the
book, Mister God, this is Anna, said:
“Most of an angel is in the inside and
most of a person is on the outside”. According to
the Bible, Angels are invisible, created as Angels, from nothing, before humankind began.
They are pure spirit without physical bodies but
sometimes they take temporary form to do the
work of their spiritual Masters. Seeking to visualise invisible beings, Angels were given white
garments of light and haloes around their heads.
Haloes are the attribute of all holy persons such
as Buddha and Christ. Angels are usually represented as beautiful, young, androgynous, and
immortal.
Angels in History: The word, Angel,
means, “Bringer of Tidings”, in Greek, and after
the time of Constantine the Great, the first
Christian Roman Emperor, Angels were given
wings to depict messengers speedily bridging
the gap between heaven and earth. This representation was largely according to the notions
of pre-Christian predecessors, most probably
the Goddess Nike/Victoria. In Egypt the Goddess Nephthys, in Etruria (Tuscany), Griffins
– winged lions with human heads, in Greece
and Rome, Hermes/Mercury, the messenger of
the Gods with either a winged helmet or winged
sandals and Iris, his feminine counterpart has
wings on her back – she took women’s souls
to the afterlife. Other predecessors are Assyrian winged lions and bulls with human heads,
Viking winged Valkyries, and Roman depictions
of the apotheosis of Titus on the inner side of
the arch of Titus, in the Forum in Rome, where
Jupiter resembles Jove Pluvens predating depictions of the Angel Yahael (Metatron) leading the
patriarch Abraham to heaven on the wings of
eagles.
Angels and the Afterlife: Many people
think they will become angels in heaven when
they die. Who knows, perhaps they do – according to Saints Mark and Luke, when believers are
resurrected from the dead “they neither marry
nor are given in marriage, but are like Angels in
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heaven”, “for they cannot die
any more, but they are equal
to Angels and the sons of God,
being sons of the resurrection”.
This might not just mean
that Angels are androgynous,
but that the faithful become
angelic on judgement day, and
hence live in heaven forever
and resemble Angels. However, theosophical Master,
KH, cautioned us not to think
spirits of the dead were Angels,
but that our karma is recorded by what Christians would
call a “Recording Angel” (in
Theosophy a ‘Lipika’), and that
every world or Loka “within
the sphere of effects” has a Tathagata or Dhyan Chohan ( literally, a ‘Lord of Meditation’ –
a high spiritual Being beyond
the human level of evolution)
protecting and watching over
it, and not to interfere with it.
G de Purucker says that we
will evolve to take the position
of Dhyan Chohans, the “Angelic” rung of the hierarchy of
Being.
HPB believes Christian An-

gelology derives from that of the Pharisees, and
thence from Babylonia, but the Saducees had no
Angels and even disbelieved in the immortality
of the human soul (not impersonal Spirit). The
Biblical Angels are the “Sons of God”, messengers or, Malachim, now regarded as the Nephilim or Fallen Angels, and several Angels in
human form.
Theosophy on Angels: In Theosophy,
Angels are creative forces of the Demiurgos, ie
the Deity in its creative aspect responsible for
building the material worlds, the Second Logos — not a personal deity, but an abstract term
denoting the host of creative powers. The seven
or ten such hosts were elementals brought over
from the last incarnation of the universe, elementals being entities come down into nature
from the pure ether, to which they return in
purified form; they are inherently neither good
nor bad, but can be imprinted with the character
of the one calling upon them – probably in the
case of the Hierarch of the Earth, they therefore
act for the Good.
The world they made is still invisible to us, but
material, made by inferior Angels, the ‘Elohim’,
the “movers, runners, Theoi, builders” who reconstruct the universe, it is they who stand parallel to the seven Angels of the Presence. They
build it on the blueprint projected by the Lipikas
(recorders of Karma, both ours and the universe’s prior incarnation), into objectivity from
the passive universal mind of the ideal plan.
Lipikas form an impassable barrier between the
visible and invisible worlds. The first mankind
was formed wholly of the Angelic host who were
the indwelling spirits animating the fourth race
(ie. Atlanteans) made of and by, myriads of lives.
HPB sees the Archangel Michael as this transformer of invisible to objective; he was leader of
the sacred militia, guardian of the planets, king
of the stars, Satan-slayer, and thus is the Christian version of the God Mercury or messenger
(Angels are messengers). The Lipika - recording
angels” who write down our Karma - project
the passive universal mind of the ideal plan of
the universe that the builders use as their plan

of construction. The builders
were sevenfold, and made a
sevenfold universe, Pythagorean theology geometrising
life into plurality, from the
Monad to Duad (Chaos),
numbers, points, from points,
lines, from lines superficies,
from superficies, solids, and
from these solid bodies each
composed of four elements –
fire, water, air, and earth, all of
which transmuted (correlated)
and changed, of this the world
consists”.
Angels and the Seven
Sacred Planets: HPB
called the Angels, the “Seven Sons of Fohat”. The seven
lower archangels led the seven
planets, in descending order:
z Mercury, led by Archangels,
z Venus, led by Principalities,
z Sun, led by the highest and
mightiest gods, the Solar
Gods,
z Mars, led by Virtues,
z Jupiter, led by Dominions,
z Saturn, led by Thrones.

In Theosophy,
Angels are
creative
forces of the
Demiurgos,
ie the Deity
in its creative
aspect
responsible
for building
the material
worlds, the
Second
Logos — not
a personal
deity, but an
abstract term
denoting
the host
of creative
powers

¬
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These are the worlds of form. These planets
are the visible aspects, the “bases of operation”
of the inner spiritual forces which made the
heavenly aspect of the Duadic universe they
are part of.
These planets are referred to as the seven columns or palaces about the Sephirophal tree
which is Adam Kadmon, and the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. These seven are the
seven Roman Catholic angels (to be listed later),
the Angels of the presence, the 6th and 7th principles in Man, ie Buddhi and Atman, according
to the theosophical understanding of the inner
constitution of Man.
Angels and Creation: The universe was
recreated six times, the Hierarch desiring to
create man the mind-expression, but was talked
out of this by the Elohim who said Man would
only sin – they created him, and yes, he sinned
– the Hierarch replying: “If you had been among
them (men) you would have been worse than
they” and cast them from heaven to earth where

they became men and cohabited with the women on earth,
upon which, according to the
Gnostic book, The Divine
Pymander, seven men (principles) were generated in Man”,
produced in accordance with
the seven natures of the seven spirits, having in them the
potentiality for the two sexes,
metaphysically the Father and
the Son of the Universal Mind
and the periodical universe,
the Angel and the Man. The
Father and Son were at the
same time the active mind and
the passive thought, generating it, the radical keynote in
Nature which gives birth to the
seven notes – the septenary
scale of the creative Forces,
and to the seven prismatic
aspects of colour, all born from
the one white ray, or LIGHT,
itself generated in DARKNESS.
However, this divine fire made
men as “Gods” – Genesis iii:
22, The Lord said:
“Behold, the Man has become
as one of us”, the ‘us’ meaning the Elohim. The Indian
and Jewish versions tell of the
fallen Angels actually Manasiputrising (mind-fathering)
humanity, and becoming the
“Fallen Angels”, not a great sin
but a great boon to mankind.
The sacred fire of knowledge
was stolen by the higher
Angels breaking through the
seven circles, but no entity can
reach Nirvana without eons of
struggle and self-evolution.
Taraka: in Hinduism Taraka
was the, Daitya, or giant-de-
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mon whose yoga austerities were so extraordinary that he had obtained all the divine knowledge of yoga-vidya and occult powers. The gods
feared his superhuman powers and Skanda or
Karttikeya, the god of war, was miraculously
born to destroy him. Due to his extraordinary Yoga-powers, Taraka found out the secret
knowledge of the Gods. The obedient Host of
Archangels conspired against the future Fallen
Angels and Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Surgal,
and Uriel denounced them to God and Michael
was commissioned to fight the dragon, and was
the leader of the Celestial Host.
However, HPB writes that Michael actually
seems to be the serpent he opposes in Christianity, in that the serpent is wisdom, not evil,
as Mikael is “Prince of Water” in the Talmud,
and chief of the Seven Spirits, as his prototype
Sanat-Sjuata, chief of the Kumaras, is called
Ambhamsi, “Waters. These waters are the great
deep of chaos, the celestial Virgin-Mother of
the visible universe. The Amshaspends, Dhyan
Chohans, Serpents of Wisdom, are the Angels of
the Stars of the Christians, or the Seven Sacred
Planets of every religion. Also, the Cherub
which guarded the gates of Eden after Man’s
expulsion has a name in Hebrew meaning “fullness of knowledge” against those who affected
divine knowledge. Divine races, descended
from the Manus or Adams, called Rishis, Pitris,
Elohim, etc.
New Age Visions of Angels: Angels are
beings dwelling on the other side of the veil
or boundary of our visual range, sometimes
we reach through this veil, sometimes Angels
descend to our visual range – the New Agers
call them “beings of energy that exist in between
the spaces beyond human perception”. This is
reinforced by sightings of them originally being
as “men”, and or surrounded by, or clothed in
light. Angels may be all around us - if you give
hospitality to strangers you may entertain angels
unawares, a reason to foster brotherly love.
Angels in Christianity: Angels reside
in “heaven”, and in colossal numbers – “twice

ten thousand, thousands upon
thousands”; they accompanied
the Lord to Sinai’s holy place
when Moses ascended there
to be given the gift of the law,
when Moses’ face was said to
be like that of an Angel. Angels
ministered to Christ in the
wilderness when tempted by
the Devil, and Christ could call
upon the aid of twelve legions
(ie. about 60,000) of Angels,
should he have asked. A multitude of Angels had appeared
at Christ’s birth, singing God’s
praises. Angels seem to appear
to those who reach up to them,
as in the esoteric symbolism of
Solomon’s seal, an up-reaching
triad interpenetrated by a one
reaching down from above,
as in Jacob’s dream of a ladder
set up on earth, in a place he
made holy and called Bethel
or God’s house, with its top
reaching heaven, and Angels of
God descending and ascending on it and the Lord God
standing upon it.
Angels would seem to have
God-like wisdom, as Joab was
said to have wisdom like that
of the Angel of God, to know

¬
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Angels
appear in
Judaism,
Orthodox,
Protestant
and
Mormon
Christianity,
as well as
Hinduism,
Islam and
Buddhism

all things that are on the earth. The above-mentioned heavenly hosts do God’s will and could
be called to aid in war against the enemies of
God. It seems priests invoked specific holy Angels with prayers and incantations. One type of
Angel, the Teraphim, were small idols or superstitious figures used as talismans and sometimes
worshipped.
Perhaps because of this, and/or because many
peoples were polytheistic in Biblical times, both
in the bible and the primitive church forbade
Angel-worship, as Angels were created beings
and they were fellow servants of God, and
subordinate to Jesus and God, the sole object of
Christian worship.
Angels appear in Judaism, Orthodox, Protestant
and Mormon Christianity, as well as Hinduism, Islam and Buddhism. The familiar Roman
Catholic hierarchy of Angels was codified in the
5th century De Hierarchia Celesti, attributed to
Dionysius the Areopagite, a convert of St. Paul.
There are three divisions of Angels, each with
three classes or choirs, making a total of nine:
the different choirs may be shown in concentric
circles around the holiest personages. The first
division of Angels remain about the throne of
God and reflect His glory down to the second
division who reflect it to the third, who are
God’s messengers and the guardians of mankind.
The innermost choir of angels is:
1. The Councillors of God, consisting of:
z The Seraphim, whose names means ‘to love’,
z The Cherubim, whose names means to know,
depicted standing on wheels as in Ezekiel. The
Seraphim and Cherubim stand always praising God and surrounding His throne, both
being symbolised by heads with two, four or
six wings. We today think of cherubs as cute
babies with wings, a Baroque concept.
z Thrones, whose duty is to support the Throne
of God.
2. Governors, who rule the stars, and regulate
the universe, who are:
z Dominations
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z Virtues
z Powers
3. Messengers of God:
z Princedoms or Principalities,
z The Seven Archangels:

MICHAEL (Like Unto God),
“merciful and forbearing”,
Captain-General of the host
of Heaven, protector of the Hebrew nation conqueror of the
hosts of Hell who cast the fallen angels down to earth; Lord
and Guardian of Souls. He is
Weigher of Souls, a function
filled later by St. Francis, and
much earlier by the Egyptian
god Thoth.
GABRIEL (God is my
Strength), the Master of Courage, Guardian of the Celestial
Treasury, the bearer of important messages, the Angel of the
Annunciation, the Preceptor
of the Patriarch Joseph. Gabriel will blow his trumpet on
Judgement Day to awake the
souls of the faithful Christian
dead.
RAPHAEL (The Medicine
of God), the chief of Guardian Angels. According to the
Apocryphal Book of Tobit,
God sent Raphael to cure the
blindness of Tobias, a righteous Hebrew, and to dispel
the demon possessing a woman whose seven husbands
had died consecutively on
the marriage bed (!) Raphael
came to Tobias’s son Tobit in
human guise, prescribing to
burn a fish’s heart and liver so
the fumes would purged the

woman of the demon, and to apply the fish gall
to his father’s opened eyes which “being pricked
therewith, he shall rub and the whiteness shall
fall away and he shall see thee”.

URIEL (The Light of God, or God is my Light),
the Regent of the Sun, the Angel of Light, the
Teacher of Esdras.
CHAMUEL (One Who Sees God) which may
be the Angel who wrestled with Jacob, and
which appeared to Christ in the Garden of Gesthemene.
JOPHIEL (The Beauty of God) who drove Adam
and Eve out of Eden, and who guards the Tree
of Knowledge with a flaming sword; He protects
those who seek truth, is the preceptor of the
sons of Noah.
ZADKIEL (The Righteousness of God) may be
the Angel who stopped Abraham from sacrificing Isaac.
The Catholic hierarchy of Angels is said to
originate from the Zohar, Kabbalah, and Book
of Enoch. Another important source is a Kabbalistic treatise entitled Beth Elohim, or House
of Angels, treating of the Angels, souls of men,
and Demons. Angels apparently aided in the

first emanation of the Cosmos
from the void, acting as the
Hierarch’s builders.

The Elohim: The Bible says:
‘In the beginning God created
the heavens and the earth’, and
the Zohar, the Elohim did this
work. Elohim is God’s name,
but the term is a plural noun.
Elohim, seems to be the plural
of the feminine noun, Eloah,
ALH, formed by adding the
common plural form IM, a
masculine ending; the whole
hence seeming to imply the
emitted active and passive
essences. As a title it is referred to “Binah” the Supernal
Mother, as is also the fuller
title IHVH ALHIM, Jehovah
Elohim. As Binah leads on to
seven succeeding Emanations,
so “Elohim” has been said to
represent a sevenfold power of
godhead.
The Elohim may be synonymous with the builders, the
luminous sons of Manvantaric
dawn of Theosophy’s, Stanzas
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of Dzyan, the sevenfold power of Godhead may
be the seven sublime lords and the seven truths
or the “Primordial seven, the first seven breaths
of the Dragon of Wisdom, who produce in their
turn from their holy circumgyrating breaths the
fiery whirlwind”, in the Stanzas of Dzyan, from
which emanated the primitive Dhyan Chohans
or Builders - the seven divine dynasties:
seven Lemurian, seven Atlantean divisions of
the Earth, seven primitive and dual gods who
descended from above to reign on earth, teaching man Astronomy, Architecture, and other
sciences. Gods who merge into the ascent of
man, and produce the Divine races, descended
from the Manus or Adams, called Rishis, Pitris,
Elohim, etc.

The Zohar: The Zoharic creation is very like
Theosophy’s Stanzas of Dzyan, in that first was
No-Thing, then Emanation:
“When the King conceived ordaining He en-
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graved engravings in the lustre
on high. A blinding spark
flashed Within the Concealed
of the Concealed From the
mystery of the Infinite, A
cluster of vapour in formlessness, Set in a ring, Not white,
not black, not red, not green,
No colour at all. When a band
spanned, it yielded radiant
colours. Deep within the spark
gushed a flow imbuing colours
below, concealed within the
concealed of the mystery of
the Infinite. The flow broke
through and did not break
through its aura. It was not
known at all until, under the
impact of breaking through,
one high and hidden point
shone. Beyond that point,
nothing is known. So it is
called, Beginning, The first
command of all. …Zohar,
Concealed of the Concealed,
struck its aura. The aura
touched and did not touch
this point. Then this Beginning emanated and made itself
a palace for its glory and its
praise. There is sowed the seed
of holiness. To give birth for
the benefit of the universe.
The secret is: “Her stock is a
holy seed” (Isiah 6:13) Zohar,
sowing a seed for its glory like
the seed of fine purple silk. The
silkworm wraps itself within
and makes itself a palace. This
palace is its praise and a benefit to all. With the Beginning
the Concealed One who is
not known created the palace.
The palace is called Elohim.
The secret is: “With Beginning
______________ created Elohim” (Genesis 1:1)

Kabbalah: In the Kabbalah, the prime cause
or boundless is called Ein Soph, and its first emanation is the first Sefiroth called Sefirah, from
which primordial point issues the lower nine
Sefiroth, in descending order of brightness literally when “the morning stars sang together and
the sons of God shouted for joy”. Reality emanated from God on four basic levels, Emanation,
Creation, Formation, and Action, and within
each level emerged a dynamic interactive system of ten divine energies or qualities (Crown,
Wisdom, Understanding, Loving Kindness,
Justice, Splendour, Victory, Glory, Foundation,
and Kingship).
Grace Knoche’s book, Theosophy in the Quabbalah, gives a wonderful insight into Angels
and the Beginning. Grace calls the Kabbalah
“the Theosophy of the Angels”, “passed on from
the Deity to “a select company of Angels” who
formed “a theosophic school in Paradise” to
study it and pass it down to early humanity
(Adam and Eve) so they could exercise free will
and acquire self-conscious free will and nobility
and wisdom”.
The Kabbalah describes the Sephirophal Tree/
Body of Adam Kadmon, the “ideal man”, the
physical vehicle of the manifest universe, whose
astral image was clothed with the receptacle
of the seeds of future lives, the radiant image
(Iselem), projected by the Tselem of the Elohim,
in the image of the ancestral Pitris (literally
‘fathers’ or predecessors of Humanity). These
karmically attracted seeds of Being were composed by the host of cosmic power, the Dhyan
Chohans (a kingdom of life above the human
stage of spiritual evolution).
Theosophical writer, G de Purucker, retranslates
Genesis 1 therefore as: “by means of wisdom”,
or “by, or in a multitude”, Elohim referring to a
host or multitude of gods who formed or made
themselves into the heavens and the earth. “And
darkness on the face of the ethers. And the
Ruahh (the spirit soul) of the gods (of Elohim)
(fluttered, hovered) brooding…and said (the)
Elohim (the Gods) – light, come-into-being!
And saw (the) Gods the light, that (it was) good,

and they divided the light from
the darkness, etc, etc.

The Angels of the Sephiroth: The head, Crown
or Kether issued forth first,
the invisible, that is, the first
unmanifested Logos, its Archangel is Metatron, the Angel
of the Lord, link between the
Divine and Mankind, once
having been Enoch.
From Kether issued two rays,
at the right the male Hokhmah
the Duad, Ab, Father, or Yah,
at the right shoulder, whose
archangel is Raziel, the personification of Wisdom, the Angel
of Mysteries.
From Hochmah issued Binah,
the supernal mother, the
intelligence, insight, at the left
shoulder, whose archangel is
Cassiel, the Angel of Contemplation.
These three make the upper
triad, from which issues the
second triad Hesed, ardour,
love goodness, compassion,
male, the right arm, whose
archangel is Zadkiel, chief of
the order of dominions, Angel
of benevolence, mercy and
justice, and Geburah strength,
power, might, feminine, on
the left arm, whose Archangel is supposedly Samael, the
adversary (Satan), a chief of
the seraphim and leader of the
Angels of Destruction.
From these two issue Tefereth
(beauty, magnificence, glory),
the heart of Adam Kadmon
and of the sun, exuding all
goodness and inspiration into
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Tifereth’s
Archangel
is Michael,
Prince of the
Sun, chief of
the heavenly
hosts, Angel
of the
Presence, of
repentance,
righteousness,
mercy and
sanctification

the lower sephiroth, called Elohim, or mighty
ones, gods, goddesses. Tifereth’s Archangel is
Michael, Prince of the Sun, chief of the heavenly hosts, Angel of the Presence, of repentance,
righteousness, mercy and sanctification. This
triad is the second countenance in contradistinction to, Keth, or the macrocosmos. G de Purucker says that the armies of evolving beings issue from the heart of divinity after their pralayic
sleep. (Studies in Occult Philosophy, p.140).
The second triad issue Netsah the right thigh
Yehovah, Lord of hosts or armies, whose archangel is Anael “He who sees God, and Hod, the left
thigh, whose divine name is Elohim Tsebach;
according to the Zohar (3:296a) that through
Netsah and Hod we comprehend extension multiplication, and force. Hod’s Archangel is Raphael. The son of Netsah and Hod is Yesod (foundation) Adam Kadmon’s reproductive strength, the
portal for all the potentialities into the manifested world. Its divine name Elhai means, the
mightily living being, lord of life. Yesod’s Archangel is Gabriel, prince of justice and chief of the
Cherubim (wheels or chariots), Angel of mercy,
vengeance, death, and revelation. The triad parents and the son are the Sefiroth of Construction partaking of the qualities of manifestation
in contradistinction to the Supernal unmanifest
triad of Keth, Hokmah and Binah.
Tenth and last is Malkhuth, (kingdom, dominion), the carrier or vehicle of all ten powers, the
nether pole of Kether, the feet of Adam Kadmon, the bride or inferior mother, the close of
the construction of the Angels, accomplished by
the six immediately preceding it. Its divine name
is Adonai. Malkuth’s archangel is Sandalphon,
twin brother of Metatron, a giant among Angels
whose feet are on Earth and whose head is in
heaven, who battles with Samael.
Six successive Adams remanifested from their
own materials, then a seventh day of rest. The
second Adam’s presiding influence was “the
throne”, occupied by Metatron, the great teacher or Angel of Adam Kadmon’s second world,
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the “abode of the pure spirits”.
Metatron governs the visible
world, preserves the Unity,
harmony and revolutions of
the spheres, planets and all
the heavenly bodies, and is the
commander under the Will of
the Deity, of all the myriads
of angelic hosts, of the next
world. Of which the presiding
influence is the Angels or messengers, Malakhayya, called
the “abode of the Angels, the
intelligences of the Celestial
planets and stars.
At the end of this race Man
ate of the fruit of the Tree
of Knowledge and began to
develop coats of skin, and became aligned to the lower triad
and thus parts of the upper
aspects were then closed to
him. Under the presiding influence of Sammael, the Angel
of Death, the tempter-serpent.
Under the dual influence of
the retired spiritual capacity,
the cloaks of the higher light,
and of the physical coats of
skin, these combine, energised
by the Sons of Intelligence
or Elohim to bring to birth
self-conscious, thinking Humanity, i.e. the Manasaputras
energise sleeping matter with
their spirituality.
Functions
of the Archangels: A
prayer in many prayer books
asks for the aid of the four
main archangels: Raphael, Uriel, Michael and Gabriel, lords
of the of West wind, South
wind, East wind, and North
wind respectively.

Remiel, (Camael, Uzziel, or
Sidriel) whom God set over
those who rise.

In the Book of Enoch, a cosmic battle where the
lord who “cometh with 101,000s [or the Angels
without number] of his Holy, to execute judgement upon all and to destroy all the ungodly”
i.e. the fallen Angels and the giants, when Michael bound Satan hand and foot and cast him
into the abyss – reminiscent of the war between
the Gods and the Titans, sons of the earth and
Chronos, first of the deities, predecessor of the
Olympians. The Angels are the spiritual ones
who lived in heaven, heaven is their dwelling.
In Enoch Ch XX the archangel Michael reveals
to Enoch the names and functions of seven
archangels, “the holy Angels who watch”, since
Michael is the guardian Angel of Israel so he is
the right speaker to tell of the blessings to befall
the Chosen people:
Uriel (Anael (Haniel), who is over the world and
over Tartarus,
Raphael (Labbiel), who is over the spirits of men
and over their diseases,
Raguel/Phanuel (Zadkiel), who takes vengeance
on the world of luminaries, and is set over the
repentance unto hope of those who inherit
eternal life,
Michael, (the merciful and long-suffering) who
is set over the best part of mankind and over
chaos,
Saraqael (Orifiel), who is set over the spirits,
who sin in the spirit,
Gabriel, who is over Paradise and the Cherubim,
and over all the powers,

However, the four main
archangels are Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and Phanuel,
in preventing the fallen angels from recourse but to stay
below. Uriel was chief of the
four, the guide of the heavenly
luminaries: the sun and moon,
and their paths, “according
to the classes, their dominion
and their seasons, according
to their names and places of
origin, and according to their
months” Sun, its courses, and
the Angels of these lesser functions, are outlined.
The stars have leaders and
those they lead, and have six
eastern portals and six western portals; the sun has 12, as
do the 12 winds, 3 winds for
each of the four quarters of
the compass. The sun had two
names, the Moon, four. Uriel,
to whom the Lord of the whole
creation of the world hath
subjected the host of heaven
– has power over night and
day in the heaven to cause the
light to give light to men – sun,
moon, and stars, and all the
powers of the heaven which
revolve in their circular chariots. And these are the orders
of the stars, which set in their
places and in their seasons and
festivals and months”. There
were names for the leaders
who divide the four parts of
the year which are ordained,
and for those who lead them,
who follow the leaders of the
orders, and there is one that
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follows the three leaders of the orders which
follow those leaders of stations that divide the
four parts of the year”
Functions of the Lesser Angels: This
suggests that there are Angels taking subsidiaries positions below Uriel and the other Archangels, to run various parts of the Universe. Enoch
3 describes the functions of a long list of Angels,
including:
Ram’amiel, who is in charge of thunder,
Ra’asiel, who is in charge of earthquakes,
Shalgiel, who is in charge of snow”.
Other sources speak of the Angel of the summer
equinox, of the genius of rocks, or one of the
genii of the eleventh hour, of an Angel exercising dominion over the deep waters and mountain ranges, and of many Angelic guards of the
gates of the West wind.
Guardian Angels: By the middle ages
a multiplicity of Angels became recognised,
from the Seraphim, Cherubim, various Arch-
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angels, and the vast heavenly
host, each gaining a specific
task, mission, a personality,
and a focus to complete their
task. Mystics extended this to
the idea that everyone has an
angelic counterpart, usually a
Guardian Angel or an Angel
corresponding to all beings.
Their cult became popular in
the 16th and 17th centuries
AD. Baal Shem Tov, founder
of Hassidism is said to have
taught that every blade of
grass has an Angel saying to it
“Grow!”, and Avraham Greenbaum of the Breslov tradition
said when we bless our food
we awaken the Angel of that
kind of food so the spiritual
essence of the food will be
present when we eat.
Much pop culture Angelology
revolves around Guardian Angels. Some modern Kabbalists
believe some Angels develop
from the results of human
actions, so the Angel made by
a good deed lives on and can
return to affect people in a
positive way.
Angels intervened to save
Daniel from the lion’s den, and
St. Peter from prison, and King
David wrote: “He will give his
Angels charge of you to guard
you in all ways”, bearing you
up lest you dash your foot
against a stone”.
First World War allied veterans told of heavenly hosts appearing above the battlefield
after the slaughter at Mons,
France. The first guardian
Angels are said to be the four
Archangels Uriel, Raphael,
Gabriel and Michael were the

four ruling princes, spoken of in The Book of
Enoch. St. Basil of Caesarea, one of the Church
Doctors, said there were seventy national
Angels, but only those of four nations are
mentioned in Rabbinical writings, Dobiel for
Persia, Samuel for Rome (Edom), Rahab for
Uzza, and Duma and or Semyaza, for Egypt,
and Michael for Israel.
Athanasius Kircher even names Guardian
Angels for each of the planets. According to the
Talmud, every Jew is attended throughout life by
11,000 Guardian Angels, and that every blade of
grass has over it an Angel saying “grow”; Jesus
bids his disciples not to despise children and
“speaks of Angels in heaven”, suggesting that
every child has its protecting spirit.

weightless human forms with
human voices, in the clouds,
vanishing and appearing at
will through the walls of the
fuselage, advising him on the
flight, his navigation, offering
reassurance and “messages of
importance unattainable in
ordinary life”.

People Who Have Met Angels:
Charles Lindbergh, the first aviator to cross
the Atlantic from New York to Paris, met
Angels in their own realm, more or less. Sea
fog crept across his field of vision, skimming
the clouds in the moonless night. Needing to
remain alert, he thought he saw translucent,

Joan of Arc also contacted
Angels “in their own realm”
when as a very pious child
of thirteen she began to
hear supernatural voices of
Saints Michael, Margaret, and
Catherine, so close at times
they seemed to speak in her
ear. The voices predicted to
her a disastrous defeat of
the French by the English,
the whereabouts of an ancient sword, and many other
predictions. These voices
were accompanied by ringing
bells, a pleasant smell, and a
bright light always coming
from the church to her right.

Joan of
Arc also
contacted
Angels
in their own
realm” when
as a very
pious child
of thirteen
she began
to hear
supernatural
voices
of Saints
Michael,
Margaret,
and
Catherine,
so close
at times
they seemed
to speak
in her ear
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Some think hearing voices indicates schizophrenia, especially in young people, but her
thoughts and personality were not disordered.
JH Leavesley thought St Joan possibly a tuberculous lesion pressing on the temporal part of
the brain on the side of the head where there
pass a leash of nerves to do with touch, sight,
hearing and smell, carrying their messages
from the opposite side of the body. If overestimated, e.g. by flickering lights, these nerves
produce temporal lobe epilepsy and sensory
signals not from outside but within the brain,
are experienced.
Angels - Messengers Between the
Worlds: Perhaps this brain disorder was the
spiritual hierarchy’s means for transmitting
messages from beyond our normal perception-boundaries, in the Great Light. Angels
are messengers, so are thoughts, both moving
instantaneously from a place of inspiration,
home of the greater intelligence running the
universe.
There is an English ‘savant’ mathematician,
who can do immense calculations in his head;
he can “see” numbers; nines are very large
and sixes, very small; jetlag can dull his concentration but when working by intuition he
nonetheless achieves optimal results. He sees
numbers in the structure of the landscape, a
mathematical universe. This crossover of the
senses lets him see aspects of reality invisible
to others.
Maybe Angels are the agents for seeing through
the veil between their level of reality, and ours.
– Amanda F. Rooke, Melbourne, Australia

The complete version of this article with a
detailed bibliography and list of references
is available on our Theosophy Downunder
Website at: http://www.theosophydownunder.
org/library/theosophical-lectures/angels/
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… It is my fate to be
in between Heaven and
Earth. When we resist
our fate, we suffer. When
we accept it, we are
happy. We have time in
abundance – an eternity
– to repeat our mistakes,
but we need only once
correct our mistake –
and at last hear the song
of enlightenment. With
which we can break
the chain of vengeance
forever. In your heart
you can hear it now. It’s
the song your spirit has
been singing since the
moment of your birth. If
the monks were right and
nothing happens without
cause, then the gift of
suffering is to bring us
closer to God, to teach us
to be strong when we are
weak, to be brave when
we are afraid, to be wise
in the midst of confusion,
and to let go of that
which we can no longer
hold. Lasting victories
are won in the heart…not
on this land or that…
- the character, Le Ly, from
Oliver Stone’s film, Heaven
and Earth (1993).

news
Australian News

Meetings in Melbourne:
All meetings in Melbourne are
listed on our website at:
http://www.
theosophydownunder.org/
library/meeting-programme/
New on the Theosophy
Downunder Website:
Our website is at:
www.theosophydownunder.
org
A newly added article to the
‘Theosophical Lectures menu:
Good and Evil: Battle of the
Two Wolves
– Andrew Rooke
New in the Melbourne Library:
the Theosophical Pasadena
Library Centre is at 664
Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield
South open on days of
meetings or by special
arrangement by phoning
0400942613.
Books are available for loan
to regular attendees at our
meetings and U3A students
attending the Ancient Wisdom
course (Tuesday meetings) or

by mail to members.
The catalogue of books, and a
list of the journals available in
the library is on our website.
Many thanks to those friends
who have generously donated
books to our Melbourne
library, or the funds to buy
new books.

Two books by White Elk:
Beautiful Road Home;
Practising Peace; M. Lamin:
The Jewish Way of Death
and mourning; Zev ben
Shimon Haleve: Kabbalah and
Exodus; Maggy Whitehouse:
Understanding the Mysteries
of Kabbalah; Brent Landau:
Revelation of the Magi: the
Lost Tale of the Wise Men’s
Journey to Bethlehem; M.
Gauding: Personal Power
Animals: for Guidance,
Protection, and Healing; Alice
Bailey: The Animal Kingdom:
a Spiritual Perspective;
Books by Robert Johnson as
follows: He: Understanding
Masculine Psychology;
We: Understanding the
Psychology of Romantic Love;
Ecstacy: Understanding the
Psychology of Joy; Inner Work:
Using Dreams and Active
Imagination for Personal
Growth; Mark Gold: An End
to Upside Down Thinking:
Dispelling the Myths that the
Brain Produces Consciousness

and the Implications for
Everyday Life; Paul Waldron:
A Communion of Subjects:
Animals in Religion,
Science, and Ethics; Derek
and Julia Parker: Atlas of
the Super-Natural; Swami
Prabhupada: The Science of
Self-Realization; David Adam:
The Edge of Glory: Prayers
in the Celtic Tradition; A.E.
Waite: The Holy Kabbahlah: a
Study of the Secret Tradition
of Israel; Anthony Peake:
The-Out-Of-Body Experience:
The History of the Science of
Astral Travel; R.A. McKnight:
Cosmic Journeys: Out of Body
Exploration; Robert Liardon:
The Roaring Reformers: God’s
Generals; Ronald Creighton:
Catholicism and Roman
Catholic Saints: Jonathan
Kirsch: God Against the Gods:
a History of the War Between
Monotheism and Polytheism;
Geddes: Ancient Egypt: Myth
and History; Two books by
Wallace Thornhill: The Electric
Universe; Thunderbolts of the
Gods: a Radical Interpretation
of Human History and the
Evolution of the Solar System.
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news
International News

Newsletters from most
Sections of our Theosophical
Society are available from
our Melbourne library. Our
International Headquarters
site includes contacts for all
our Sections around the world
at: www.theosociety.org
A comprehensive quarterly
survey of all theosophical
organizations around the
world is compiled regularly
by Steven Otto in Germany.
Theosophy World News
(Sohne des Feures) is available
quarterly in English language
at: http://www.soehne-desfeuers.de/internationaltheosophy-news

International
Headquarters

The Theosophical Society,
Pasadena, has a comprehensive
website, www.theosociety.
org where a wide selection
of online publications,
information regarding the
basic concepts, objectives
and history of the society,
correspondence courses
and contact details of all
the sections worldwide, are
available.
z Online Books: most books
published by our Society
are available online at
TUP Online: http://www.
theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/
tup-onl.
htm Resources include a wide
range of electronic books on
Theosophy, including books
by Blavatsky, Judge, Tingley,
Purucker, and many others; introductory manuals on theosophy; theosophical magazines
and glossaries; material on the
world’s sacred traditions; and
more. Copyrighted material in
this site may be downloaded
free of charge for personal use.
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USA

The website of the American
Section is online at:
www.americansection.us
Further literature can be ordered online through the Wizards Bookshelf. The American
section publishes two newsletter, 21st Century Path which is
a hard copy members’ publication, and Kali Yuga Rag which
is a hard copy publication
for incarcerated theosophical
students and includes inmate
contributions.
z The Northwest Branch of
the American Section has
a website which provides
easy access to a wide range
of articles collated according
to topic and world spiritual
traditions with theosophical
perspectives. All issues of the
Theosophy: Northwest View
newsletter, volumes 1 to 18 are
also listed at:
www.theosophy-nw.org
z Exploring Theosophy: the
Synthesis of Science, Religion
and Philosophy: This website,
maintained by David Pratt,
features a wide range of topics
relating to theosophy: http://
davidpratt.info/homepage.htm

England

www.theosophical.org.uk
Various articles are featured;
correspondence courses as well
as free online subscriptions
to the newsletter Compass
are offered. Back copies of the
Compass from 2003 up to the
summer 2018 edition can be
viewed at the above website.
The articles featured in the
last edition: An Allegory
by W.Q.Judge; Heard on
early morning BBC Radio 4
broadcast; Some Clarity on
Reincarnation – W.Q.Judge;
Some Words on Daily Life:
My First Meeting with HP
Blavatsky’s Teacher – Katherine
Tingley; From KH’s first letter:
Life Atoms, Their Origin and
Destiny – G de Purucker.

Germany

For our German-speaking
readers, the comprehensive
German website provides
information, contact details in
Germany, discussion and study
group schedules:
www.theosophie.de

Sweden

for their website go to
http://www.theosociety.org/
pasadena/sverige/index.htm
For online literature in Swedish
visit: http://theosociety.
org/pasadena/sverige/
teosofiskabokforlaget/index.
htm

Holland

For our Dutch-speaking readers, the Netherlands Section’s
website has a wide selection of
translated, online publications;
articles are collated according
to topic. A selection of audio
books and PowerPoint presentations are now also available.
Lectures and study groups are
held in various towns in the
Netherlands, as well as study
groups via Skype. Courses
are also offered and a guide
is given in terms of topics
and literature for self-study.
For further information visit:
http://theosofie.net

South Africa

For information on the
activities of the South African
Section contact Alice Yetman:
alice.yetman@gmail.com
The latest issue of the South
African newsletter, Contact,
for December 2018 emphasizes the theme of the Duality of
Mind with articles by Ingrid
Van Mater on Hold Sacred Thy
Mind; G de Purucker on Mind,
the Slayer of the Real and the
first of a new series of articles
– Theosophy in the Academy
- by Dewald Bester reviewing
recent books, articles and online papers discussing Theosophy and theosophical history.

Iceland

our friend in Iceland, Gudrun
Kristen Magnusdottir, has
recently written to let us
know of a new book on the
wisdom of the Norse people,
now available on her website
or through Amazon: Pearls
of Wisdom: Spirituality,
Theosophy, Physics, Science of
Consciousness in Our Ancient
Traditions on:
www.odsmal.org -- just click
on images - one image for each
page at: https://odsmal.org/
pearls-of-wisdom-2/
or on Amazon online
bookstore, at:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/
Pearls-Wisdom-Spirituality
ConsciousnessTraditions/
dp/9935467546/ref=sr_1_8?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=154520
9568&sr=1-8&keywords=gudr
un+kristin+magnusdottir
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Blu e Light

Reduces

Blood

Pressu re
and

Depression
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A

n exciting new study says
that exposure to blue light is an
effective, non-pharmaceutical
treatment for high blood pressure, which
simultaneously reduces the risk of developing
cardiovascular disease. During this study,
which was published in the European Journal
of Preventative Cardiology, participants
were exposed to 30 minutes of whole-body
blue light at approximately 450 nanometers
– a dose comparable to daily sunlight –
followed by exposure to a control light on a
different day. Visible blue light, as opposed
to ultraviolet (UV) light, is not carcinogenic.
To assess the impact, participants’ blood
pressure, stiffness of arteries, blood vessel
dilation, and blood plasma levels of nitric
oxide stores were measured—before, during,
and up to two hours after irradiation with
both lights. The researchers who conducted
the study from the University of Surrey and
Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf
discovered that exposure to whole-body blue
light significantly reduced the systolic blood
pressure of participants by almost 8 mmHg,
compared to the control light which had no
impact.
What’s even more remarkable is that the
reduction of blood pressure from blue light
is similar to what is seen in clinical trials
with blood pressure lowering drugs. Besides
the blood pressure lowering effects, it was
also uncovered that exposure to blue light
improved other cardiovascular risk markers,
including reduction of arterial stiffness and
increasing blood vessel relaxation. This
further supports the notion that light could
aid in preventing cardiovascular disease,
which kills over 150,000 people in the UK
alone every year.
Researchers also found that exposure to
blue light increased levels of nitric oxide
which is an important signalling molecule
that protects the cardiovascular system. It is
believed that blue light releases it from the

skin into the blood stream where it relaxes
the blood vessels, increasing blood flow and
decreasing blood pressure.
This is not the first time that blue light has
been revealed to have a positive impact on
people’s health. Because blue lighting has
been linked to improving mood, dozens of
Japanese train stations have installed blue
lighting as a means of reducing their suicide
rates. Over the course of 10 years, the suicide
rate at the stations plummeted by 84%.
According to the Ancient Wisdom the
universe is built of vibrations of different
frequency which all have their effect on
our health. This was well recognized in the
ancient world where music and colour were
used to treat a range of diseases especially
what we would now call nervous disorders.
Information on this exciting new
development is available at:
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/
blue-light-reduces-blood-pressurejust-as-effectively-as-medication-ukstudy/?utm_campaign=newsletters&utm_
medium=weekly_mailout&utm_
source=08-01-2019

… I really never think
so far ahead as I am
living one day at a time.
I just want to finish
the race that God has
set for me and I don’t
want to be just a human
BEING but rather a
human DOING.
It gets really exciting
over the years and
I intend to be involved
in the business
of ‘humanity’ till the day
my body says no…

- philanthropist Danny Too
from Malaysia.

More information from Theosophy
on the effects of music and vibration
on health is available at: http://www.
theosophydownunder.org/library/
theosophical-articles/mysteries-of-music-byandrew-rooke/
Modern science and the ancient wisdom
compared on the vibrationary nature of the
universe is available in a new book by two
members of our Melbourne group, Roza and
Margarita Riaikkenen: Creator and Creators:
Co-Creation with Nature: a Synthesis of
Spiritual Philosophy and Science. (2018)
information available at: https://www.
amazon.com/Creator-Creators-Co-CreationSynthesis-Philosophy/dp/1785357050
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When the smog lifts in Los
Angeles, U.C.L.A.

A boiled egg is hard to beat.

A bicycle
can’t stand alone;
it’s just two tired.

When you’ve see one
shopping centre you’ve
seen a Mall.


HAVE
A



LAUGH




A dentist and
a manicurist
married.
They fought tooth
and nail.

He had a photographic
memory which was
never developed.


When fish are in schools,
they sometimes
take debate.



A will is a dead
giveaway.

When she saw her
first strands of grey hair,
she thought she’d dye.


The batteries were given
out free of charge.




Those who get too big
for their pants
will be totally exposed
at the end.

Police were summoned
to a day care centre
where a three year-old
was resisting a rest.

When a clock is hungry
it goes back four seconds.
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A thief who stole
a calendar
got 12 months.

bo ok reviews
POWER ANIMALS: A
Selection of Books
– reviewed by Heathcliff St.
James Deville. These books are
all available in our Melbourne
library.
Here is a list of some books
and card decks covering the
subject of Power Animals.
These were used as the main
reference tools for a talk that I
gave on Power Animals to the
Melbourne group. They are
listed in the order that I found
each book particularly helpful.

Personal Power Animals:
For Guidance, Protection
and Healing - by Madonna
Gauding
This is a really beautiful book,
both in its presentation and
writing. I found it to be user-friendly and a joy to delve
into when I need to access the
hidden wisdom and teachings
of a particular animal. It contains many short introductory
essays on numerous aspects
of the topic, such as— Animal
totems, animals of the zodiac,
identifying your power animal,
honouring your power animal,
animals in dreams etc. As with
most books, there is an extensive directory that covers 75
power animals, as too magical
beasts.

The Secret Power of Spirit
Animals - by Skye Alexander
This book looks at the subject
of Spirit Animals (an alternative name to Power Animals,
not a book about ghost animals). The first few chapters
cover the usual history of these
animals, the reason for their
existence and how to make
contact. Again, it contains a
useful directory that groups
animals together by type: Animals, Birds, Insects, Reptiles
and Amphibians, and finally
Fish and Sea Creatures. The
little engravings of each animal
are in sepia and reminiscent of
old illustrations.

¬
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bo ok reviews
Animal Spirit Guides - by
Steven Farmer

Animals Divine Companion by Lisa Hunt

This is probably the book
that most people would consult. It covers a lot of animals
(over 200) and the Directory
is alphabetically arranged, so
is easy for people to find any
given animal in a speedy fashion. The animals are shown as
photos. What is really useful
about this book is that it contains a Topical Index that can
be accessed by the condition
you may wish to learn more
about. For example, Acceptance of Self lists the duck,
hedgehog and moose that you
can then consult more about in
the directory. There is a smaller version that is called The
Pocket Guide, as well as a deck
of 44 exquisitely-drawn 9x13
cards, complete with a small
guidebook that can be easily
carried in the pocket, even
without the cards.

This book is a part of a set
called the Animals Divine
Tarot. It is a really nice tarot
deck. The cards are drawn
by one artist, with an “other-worldly” feel about them
and the Companion describes
the symbolism of each card in
detail. It covers both the Major and Minor Arcana. If you
appreciate the Tarot, then I do
highly recommend this Set.
Not used as part of my original
talk is another book, Animal
Dreaming: The Symbolic and
Spiritual Language of the Australian Animals by Scott Alexander King (Blue Angel 2016)
Another great title for my
Australian friends! – reviewed
by Heathclyff St.James-Deville,
Melbourne, Australia.
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HE, SHE, and WE: three books
by Robert A. Johnson. These
books are all available in our
Melbourne library.
Amongst the treasures of our
Melbourne library are three superb books on what it means to
be human by Jungian psychoanalyst, Robert A. Johnson:
He: Understanding Masculine
Psychology – utilizing the
legend of Parsifal and the Holy
Grail.
She: Understanding Feminine
Psychology – utilizing the
legend of Eros and Psyche.
We: Understanding the
Psychology of Romantic Love
– using the myth of Tristan and
Iseult.
Each is an analysis of the psychology of the sexes and then of
relationships between men and
women from the perspective of
mythology in the light of Swiss
analytical psychiatrist, Dr Carl
Jung’s (1875-1961) philosophy.
Dr Jung’s philosophy was in
many ways similar to the teachings of Theosophy in his understanding of the importance
of the unconscious world and
a sense of meaning in relation
to our regular material life. He
emphasized the importance of
us recognizing inner signals
pointing us to an exploration
of the spiritual worlds and the
often disastrous results for individuals and society of ignoring
such signals.
Theosophical teacher, HP
Blavatsky tells us there are many
levels at which mythology can
be understood and Dr Jung’s

observations seem to me to
be at the level of psychological
interpretation of human experience. This has a great validity
for most people living as we do
amidst the demands of relationships, family life, and social
expectations. Dr Johnson says
that underlying differences in
the experience of being human
between men and women and
their mental projections of what
they need from the opposite sex
to be ‘whole’. He called these
mental projections the Animus
for women of the masculine
qualities they seek for wholeness, and likewise the Anima
for men of the feminine qualities. The visions of the Animus
and the Anima have had an
immense influence on Western
society since the 12th century
when travelling musicians, the
Troubadors, spread the ideal of
romantic love around Europe in
their songs and poetry.
Now, in the 21st century,
Western society has a lop-sided view of love mixed up with
unrealistic expectations and
idealisations of the opposite
sex compared with the reality
of relationships which are the
cause of unstable marriages and
all the miseries of divorce and
fractured relationships in evidence everywhere in our society
today. Dr Johnson says we must
realize our spiritual responsibility to seek inner wholeness
through spiritual understanding
rather than projecting the vision
of the Animus and the Anima
outward onto a ‘flesh and blood’
man or woman. We should
come to terms with our mortali-

ty and develop a sense of meaning based on enduring spiritual
values rather than expecting
these qualities to be provided by
our partners in life.
Is this so different from Theosophy with its spiritual level of understanding of mythology and
the ancient wisdom traditions
of the world? Theosophy tells us
that we are on a journey to the
Inner God within all of us. This
journey is an individual quest
with challenges we all must face
in understanding ourselves as
complete beings the match of
any knight’s quest for the Holy
Grail. These books, along with
a selection of Dr Johnson’s
other books, including – Inner Work: Using Dreams and
Active Imagination for Personal
Growth; Ecstacy: Understanding the Psychology of Joy; and,
Owning Your Own Shadow:
Understanding the Dark Side of
the Psyche – are highly recommended to theosophists with
an interest in psychology and
mythology. – reviewed by the
Editor.

A quote from Robert Johnson’s
book: We, pages 177-178:

… Make a place for the
sacred, in the very centre
of my life. It means to
devote time and energy to
experiencing my psyche,
to exploring my own
unconscious, to discovering
who I am and what I am
when I am not just ego.
The first thing required
for a Western man is to
acknowledge that the
sacred world exists. He has
to be willing to consider
that behind his fantasy of
the ‘perfect’ woman, the
‘perfect’ way of life, the
‘perfect’ relationship, he is
looking for something that
is outside this world of
phenomena. He is looking
for the sacred. He has to
spend time and energy
learning to experience
these energies, which
manifest in symbol and
fantasy, as inner realities,
as inner parts of himself…
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
What is Mindfulness?

W

e recently received an email from a reader:
“…I visit several esoteric and religious groups around
Melbourne and I often hear about the great value of
‘Mindfulness’ meditation. What exactly is ‘Mindfulness’? Is it
purely a Buddhist concept? I understand that even hospitals have
regular ‘Mindfulness’ classes for their patients now, so I guess it
must be really good for your health. Can you tell me a bit more
about what seems to be an important subject for many people
studying theosophy and esoteric philosophies these days?…”
The Editor replies:
Many thanks for your interesting inquiry. The subject of meditation is a huge one with so many different approaches. We do not
teach a particular form of meditation at our TS Library Centre in
Melbourne as our approach is to allow individuals to find their
own way to the meditation technique which most suits them.
In regard to Mindfulness, I recommend the book Wherever You
Go, There You Are by Jon Kabat-Zinn (2005) available from our
Melbourne library. Quoting from this book:
…”Mindfulness is an ancient Buddhist practice which has
profound relevance for our present-day lives. This relevance
has nothing to do with Buddhism per se or with becoming a
Buddhist, but has everything to do with waking up and living in
harmony with oneself and the world…Meditation enables us to
wake up from this sleep (ie everyday life lived in ignorance of life’s
meaning) of automaticity and unconsciousness, thereby making it
possible for us to live our lives with access to the full spectrum of
our conscious and unconscious possibilities…Mindfulness means
paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present
moment, and non-judgmentally. This kind of attention nurtures
greater awareness, clarity, and acceptance of present-moment
reality… It is simply a practical way to be more in touch with
the fullness of your being through a systematic process of selfobservation, self-inquiry, and mindful action…The overall tenor
of mindfulness practice is gentle, appreciative, and nurturing.
Another way to think of it would be ‘Heartfulness’…”
But what practical steps can we take to implement Mindfulness
meditation in our daily routine? Jon Kabat-Zinn lists Seven
Attitudinal Pillars of Mindfulness: Non-Judging; Patience;
Beginner’s Mind; Trust; Non-Striving; Acceptance; and Letting Go.
More details on these seven steps are available in the book or
contact the editor for a summary.
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WHAT D O ANGELS LO OK LIKE?
Like the little old lady who returned your wallet yesterday.
Like the taxi driver who told you that your eyes light up the world, when you smile.
Like the small child who showed you the wonder in simple things.
Like the poor man who offered to share his lunch with you.
Like the rich man who showed you that it really is all possible, if only you believe.
Like the stranger who just happened to come along, when you had lost your way.
Like the friend who touched your heart, when you didn’t think you had one.
Angels come in all sizes and shapes, all ages and skin types.
Some with freckles, some with dimples, some with wrinkles, with without.
They come disguised as friends, enemies, teachers, students, lovers and fools.
They don’t take life too seriously, they travel light.
They leave no forwarding address, they ask nothing in return.
They are hard to find when your eyes are closed,
but when you choose to see, they are everywhere you look.
So, open your eyes and count all the Angels – for you are truly blessed!
– sent to us by Amanda F. Rooke.
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•
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•
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•
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